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Amsterdam will make you feel at home, helping you connect with the
right people for both work and leisure. Here you will find an attractive
liveability and a dynamic business ecosystem where you can really make
things happen. A perfect place to gather with colleagues and explore
your industry’s cutting edges – at top internet speeds. All in all, the city
and surroundings offer a deeply connected business ecosystem as the
perfect conference backdrop.
This historic city of canals and grand architecture is also home to some
of the world’s most famous attractions, such as the Van Gogh Museum,
Rijksmuseum and Anne Frank House. You’ll have your choice of event
locations to reﬂect this history and diversity, from a 400-year-old canal
house to an ultra-modern waterfront hotel to an all-purpose conference
venue that can host 20,000 people. Best of all, Amsterdam’s high-speed
train connections and convenient Schiphol airport make it easy to get to,
wherever in the world you might be.

‘Amsterdam is
exceptionally rich
in culture.’
Axel Rüger
Van Gogh Museum

Open Mind,
Sharp Business
Amsterdam is one of Europe’s most picture-perfect capitals, where
16th-century spectacle stands side by side with 21st-century ingenuity.
This is the result of more than four centuries of innovation and daring
entrepreneurship, with diversity and open-mindedness at the heart
of each new development. Amsterdam’s liveability is next to none,
making this a wonderfully positive place to bring people together.
Connectivity
Amsterdam makes moving both people and data a breeze.
Schiphol Airport is one of Europe’s four major hubs, and wherever
you want to go around town, the extensive public transport network
will get you there quickly and conveniently. Plus, the Amsterdam area
boasts one of the fastest broadband speeds in the world and the
world’s largest data transport hub, AMS-IX.
Business ecosystem
Amsterdam is buzzing with creative energy. The city is a living,
growing and evolving network of academics, entrepreneurs, makers
and marketers – ready and waiting to be respond to your every need.
The Amsterdam area is an architectural hotbed of conference, meeting
and event venues both modern and historic, ready to accommodate
groups from 10 to 20,000 people. Think atmospheric 17th-century
warehouses, refurbished factories, high-tech waterside spots, etc.
Liveability
Consistently topping international work/life balance surveys,
Amsterdam combines the friendliness and accessibility of a historic
village with the world-class facilities and cultural attractions of a
modern metropolis. Plus, Amsterdam is famed for its open-minded
appetite for healthy discussion, and progressive topics are always
welcome here, whether it’s gay rights, euthanasia, abortion, AIDS or
human rights.

2015 #26

Amsterdam
hosted
meetings in
26 disciplines,
e.g.,
medicine,
finance, ICT &
technology

‘Amsterdam is a
global gateway,
with direct flights
to over 300
destinations in the
world.’
Hanne Buis
Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol

Joining forces
Convention professionals and specialists from the Amsterdam area’s business
community are joining forces, and we can offer you access to their vast
knowledge to give your conference or event an innovative edge.
Organisation & content
We will work with you to create a shared vision for your event in our city
and then make use of our extensive network of regional and international
connections (and their connections) in your field realise it. Speakers, think tanks,
discussion panels and more are all just a phone call away.
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Knowledge
institutes
of which 3
renowned
universities

Tailor-made tours
Amsterdam Marketing can also provide an attractive programme for your
participants beyond the convention walls, including custom tours tailored to
your field or participants’ interests.
Medical Events
Amsterdam Marketing works closely with The Foundation for the Code for
Pharmaceutical Advertising, ‘the CGR’, to plan medical events. Please note that
various rules, based on those set by the EU, apply in respect to pharmaceutical
sponsoring and promotional activities during medical conventions and events
organised in the Netherlands. The CGR can approve and confirm your desired
set-up for your event. Please contact us with any questions or for more
information.
The I amsterdam®approved label for city hotels
To provide the city’s almost one million annual visitors to citywide events with
the best hotel accommodation at the best rate, we have created the
I amsterdam®approved label. Including 16,000 rooms in 3-, 4- and 5-star
hotels, this is our guarantee for quality, reliability and good value.
Finding a venue
One of our partners, Unique Venues of Amsterdam is a marketing association
connecting event planners with historic locations – often hidden gems – that
are able to guarantee the high level of quality and attention that professional
events require.

‘Amsterdam has
everything international events
are looking for:
great infrastructure, a multilingual population,
culture, history,
a creative & laidback atmosphere.’
Mark de Kruijk
Westergasfabriek

Financial security for your international
conference

#5

safest city in
the world

Conferences cost money. You need to set up a foundation,
pay deposits, market the event, etc. All this without even
knowing exactly how many people will attend.
The Pre-Financing & Guarantee Fund (VGF) was set up to
minimise associated risks, offering you (one or both):
• An interest-free loan of up to € 90,000 to cover initial
costs
• A guarantee for up to € 90,000 to offset any losses due
to under-attendance (with a 2.5% premium)
Please note that only available international events that
last multiple days are eligible, and applications must be
submitted with a provisional budget well in advance. To view
all terms and conditions, the full application procedure and
more, visit www.VGFHolland.nl.
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PCOs and DMCs
Organising an impeccable customised conference, event,
reception or large-scale meeting requires specialised
experience, qualifications and know-how. It requires
a Professional Congress Organiser (PCO). Amsterdam
Marketing partners with well-known and well-connected
PCOs and Destination Management Companies (DMCs)
staffed by highly qualified, professional and experienced
teams that have the enthusiasm and the know-how you need
to make your event a success. Let us introduce you.

‘The expression
‘small is beautiful’
applies to
Amsterdam,
with its friendly
vibe and helpful
people.’
Robi Valkhoff
CAOS

Amsterdam Marketing
Venue
Finder

Online
search engine
(www.iamsterdam.
com/meetings)

100+
We can connect
you to more than
100 associated
hotels, convention
companies and
organisations
(PCOs, DMCs and
KLM) in the
Amsterdam area
and…
• Arrange site
inspections
• Assist in the
creation of a
bid book
• Supply
promotional
materials
• Help you attract
more delegates

Business Marketing & Conventions,
part of Amsterdam Marketing, is
dedicated to making your next meeting
or convention in Amsterdam a success.
It is your one-stop shop for invaluable
planning resources in the city and its
surrounding areas, offering professional
and independent advice, creative ideas
and free promotional materials.

Services
Free professional, neutral
advice on
organising
meetings &
conferences
in Amsterdam

At every stage of planning and during
the convention itself, we offer support
backed by comprehensive and up-todate knowledge of the Amsterdam
meetings, incentives, conferences and
events (MICE) market. From initial ideas
to the finer details, the experienced
Amsterdam business & convention
team is on call to help you organise
your next event.

Contact us
Amsterdam Marketing
T +31 (0)20 7026200
meetings@iamsterdam.com
www.iamsterdam.com/meetings

‘Amsterdam is
the most
accessible,
attractive
and compact
metropolis in the
world.’
Maurits van der
Sluis
RAI Amsterdam

